Concurrent and distributed software systems are currently very distinct in their usage and programming. In the case of Java the rst requires threads, the latter RMI, CORBA, Voyager etc. However, they are tightly related and often cited in one breath. This paper presents a concept that uni es these two aspects into one. To achieve this the concept of virtual processor, a mechanism to cluster and transparently migrate groups of object, is introduced. It can be used to express concurrency as well as distribution and migration can turn one into the other. As a proof of concept a dialect of Java that implements this concept and some examples are presented.
INTRODUCTION Introduction
Why is software development for a distributed environment so hard? Developing a singlethreaded local application can already be very di cult. But the world of programming has changed and today we nd ourselves programming for concurrent and distributed environments. Concurrency requires the handling of multiple threads of control, synchronization, deadlock avoidance and the like. Debugging in a multithreaded environment becomes close to impossible. For distribution, di erent mechanisms for network communication, object migration, security etc. need to be introduced. The development of distributed applications is often considered to be one of the most di cult tasks in software development. In particular, distribution often leads to concurrency due to the decoupling of communicating entities.
One of the most popular implementation languages used for distributed systems is Java that, amongst other things, provides platform independence, a local concurrency model based on threads and a mechanism for remote method invocation (RMI). Compared to other languages like C++ it simpli es the development for a distributed environment by integrating these important mechanisms for concurrency and distribution directly into the core language. But on the other hand, concurrency and distribution need to be dealt with by using very distinct and unrelated mechanisms: Threads are only a mechanism to express concurrency on a single machine, but do not allow to express concurrency between remote machines. To deal with objects on remote machines, though, Java o ers RMI. But it is not related to Java's concurrency mechanism. As a consequence, Java seems to be well suited for applet and client/server style programming, where the distinction between distribution and concurrency is very clear. An applet or a client can remotely access objects on the server using RMI, and concurrency within the server (or the client) is dealt with using threads. Indeed, Java is heavily used for this kind of programming.
In distributed applications beyond client/server architectures though, objects may need to migrate from one place to another. For example, if a producer creates an object hierarchy and wants to provide it to a consumer on a remote system, the provided object hierarchy might need to be migrated. Then the di erence between remote access and concurrent execution becomes fuzzy. Java neither allows for migration of objects nor is it prepared to deal with this relationship between concurrency and distribution. It does not su ciently support the development of distributed applications with possibly migrating and concurrently executing objects. The Java community is so far stuck with client/server style programming.
Concepts better suited for distribution are needed. As a key to achieve this, the paper proposes to accept the challenges of concurrency and distribution by unifying them into a single concept. We rst introduce this concept, called Virtual Processors, in section 2. These Virtual Processors control a group of related objects, allow their migration over networks and manage their synchronization. Then, an extension to Java called Dejay that implements this concept is presented in section 3. To demonstrate the simpli ed development using these technologies, a small example is presented. Finally, some comments on future directions and the relation to other projects as well as a conclusion are given.
A Mechanism for Migration
One of the key mechanisms for the improvement of computer science is abstraction. Three examples of abstraction that have fundamentally improved software development are a) the
Migration in Voyager
Voyager Obj98] is an ambitious project that aims at providing a complete infrastructure for distributed programming, integrating or even replacing other techniques like RMI, CORBA, DCOM and Agents in general. It is based on and completely written in Java and o ers compiler and runtime mechanisms that prepare any Java object for distributed computing. Besides propositions for autonomous migration, persistence, security, CORBA-integration and multicasting, Voyager introduces the following approach for referencing and migrating remote objects.
Voyager supports object migration by supplying a moveTo() method for a proxy of a remote object. This method -when called with an IP address or host name as an argument -will move the referenced object to the speci ed machine. Assume we have an object a of class A on machine X as shown in gure 1. It holds references to an object b of type B and to a proxy c of an object of type C on machine Y. Further, an object d of type D holds references to objects b and c.
Using Voyager, the object a can be moved to machine Z by sending it the method call Mobility.of(a).moveTo(Z). The question is what happens to references and referenced objects if a is moved? Figure 2 shows the situation after this migration. Object a itself leaves a proxy behind and migrates to Z. If object d had a reference to it, it would now reference it over 4 a proxy. The proxy object c is simply copied to machine Z without a ecting the rest of the system (see object c in gure 2). Since object a has a reference to a local object b of type B, b needs to be copied too, to assure correctness of the references of a. In fact, Voyager copies all objects reachable from a via local references, thus copying what is called the transitive closure of a. But if a accesses the copy of b and changes the state of it, this change does not a ect the original copy of b, referenced by object d. Thus the two copies of b are not in a consistent state. Also, if b contains references to further objects which will be copied with it, the amount of data being moved can be enormous and is di cult to control. In order to avoid these problems, all references from an object that is to be moved need to be checked by the programmer and, if necessary, either be cut, or replaced by a reference over proxies. In praxis, this often means that only objects with very small transitive closures or even with no references at all can be moved.
Concluding, it can be noted that Voyager does o er object migration to a certain extent but it has to be used with great care. The migration of an object results in copying its transitive closure which can a) lead to inconsistent states of di erent copies of an object and b) result in the movement of vast amounts of data if references from the object that is to be moved to objects, that should not be, are undetected. It is the programmers responsibility to avoid these problems and therefore, the development of distributed systems based on Voyager still remains an error-prone task. The mechanism proposed in this paper is built on top of Voyager mechanisms, but at a higher level of abstraction, and avoids these problems, as explained in the next section. Most important though for the discussion in this paper is that Voyager does address aspects of distribution such as migration, but does not touch on matters of concurrency. Thus it is not the abstraction sought for. However, it is very helpful in the implementation of such an abstraction.
Virtual Processors
To achieve a uni ed view on concurrency and distribution we introduce the notion of Virtual Processors. A Virtual Processor can be seen as an abstraction of a single-threaded physical processor that controls objects in its address space and sequentially executes methods on these. The advantage of such an abstraction is that it is independent of its physical location so that a Virtual Processor can be migrated from one physical processor to another. A Virtual Processor can maintain connections to other Virtual Processors in such a way that these connections remain valid even if either of the Virtual Processors is migrated. This means that the physical location of a Virtual Processor is transparent and does not need to be known. However, the location of a Virtual Processor can be changed. To express concurrency, two or more Virtual Processors would be executing on one physical processor. To express distribution, Virtual Processors would be running on di erent machines. But since the physical location of a Virtual Processor is transparent, these two concepts are essentially the same. Since their physical location can also be changed by migration, each of these concepts can be transformed into the opposing one. Thus, this approach treats concurrency and distribution as just two sides of a coin.
For objects within each Virtual Processor the programming is as simple as usual singlethreaded, non-distributed object-oriented programming. Imagine for example that Java had no threads and distribution mechanisms. A program written in such a simpli ed Java contains objects that reference each other and that can call methods upon other objects. Since there is only one thread of control, only one method is actively executed at any point in time. This 5 is just the way a program for a Virtual Processor works. The question to be answered now is how to connect objects to objects in remote Virtual Processors and how to migrate the latter.
Every object is contained in exactly one Virtual Processor. A reference from an object to another within the same Virtual Processor is an ordinary local reference as in regular Java. Objects in di erent Virtual Processors, though, can also be referenced, but in a di erent way. These remote references should syntactically be identical to local references, but should be distinct in their semantics. A call along such a remote reference should of course retain the semantics of the equivalent local call, but should respond to the di erent needs of distribution and remoteness. We therefore propose to introduce a distinct type for a remote reference that is syntactically equivalent, but adds treatment of fault susceptibility, migration and larger response times and latency. Thus objects can be referenced in two di erent ways. A reference from an object to another object contained within the same processor is a normal reference. A call using such a local reference is executed in the usual way. A reference from one object to another one residing in a di erent Virtual Processor is distinguished: it has to be of a di erent type. This means that the di erence between a local and a remote reference is expressed in the type system. Such a remote type is generated automatically by a compiler from an existing class. In the system described in the next section, such a type is distinguished from the local type by an additional pre x which is in this case 'Dj', so that the remote type for a class A would be 'DjA'. Now, while the syntax of calling a method is the same for local and remote references, their semantics is not. A call using a remote reference is automaticredirected to the remote Virtual Processor by a proxy mechanism. There, the incoming call is queued until all other execution in this processor has terminated, in order to keep execution strictly sequential within a Virtual Processor. It is then executed and the result is sent back to the calling party. A remote call can be either synchronous or asynchronous. If it is asynchronous, the remote processor will execute this method in parallel to the calling processor so that the calling one can continue with other tasks. This is the means to express and create concurrency.
Virtual Processors are also the unit of migration. Objects with tight couplings can be assigned to one processor, making this concept a grouping mechanism for objects with the processor as the execution unit of each of the resulting components. When the Virtual Processor is migrated, all objects controlled by it migrate together with it. The granularity of migration is determined by the number and complexity of contained objects and can therefore be designed and controlled by the programmer.One can choose to either instantiate exactly one object per Virtual Processor, so that the migration granularity is as ne as possible, or one can put an application into a single Virtual Processor and move it as a whole, or one can choose anything in between. Most typically, one would put closely related objects or objects that need to be co-located in the same Virtual Processor and keep loosely related object in di erent ones.
Consider again the scenario given in the last section where Voyager proved to have diculties, especially with migrating groups of objects. Object a, b and d were located on one machine, where a needed to be moved and b was referenced by both others. Also, a and d held a reference to some object c on a di erent machine. By introducing Virtual Processors, the notion of machine can be abstracted away, however the notion of remoteness remains. The remote object c will clearly be put into a distinct Virtual Processor. Whether this is actually placed on machine Y or moved there later or even removed from there does not matter. It is referenced by a and d remotely, but its physical location is transparent to them. Since a is to be moved and d is to remain, they should be placed in di erent Virtual Processors, even 6 though they might start out on the same machine. It needs to be decided though where b is put. By analyzing its relations, it should be decided whether it is related more closely to a or d and put in the same Virtual Processor. In either way, both could reference and access b, one locally and the other remotely. If it is found to be closer to a, it would migrate with it when a was moved and d would not even need to notice. See gure 1; note that it depicts the situation before just as well as after a migration, since this remains transparent.
This concept is similar to suggestions by Mey97], proposed for the programming language Ei el. Meyer shows that this concept integrates well with object-orientation, synchronization, and inheritance, but has so far not provided an implementation . Also he proposes to introduce a new keyword to distinguish between remote and local references, while we propose di erent types. While Meyer has to introduce additional rules when and how this keyword is needed or forbidden, our solution smoothly integrates into the existing type mechanism, so that the usual type conformance checking makes additional rules obsolete.
3 Dejay -A Language for Distribution
The following sections present a language that integrates the concept of Virtual Processors into the Java language to achieve a distributed Java. This language is called Dejay. It aims at simplifying modeling, development, and programming of distributed systems and allows execution in an adequately concurrent and distributed way. The assumption is that the environments found today or in the near future are su ciently reliable and fast to establish distributed applications. Such environments may be the Internet, Extra-and Intranets as well as local area networks.
Dejay is not designed to be a completely new language, but an enhancement of Java for concurrent and distributed programming, so that the syntax of Dejay is very similar to that of Java. In fact, in case of single-threaded non-distributed applications, Dejay is identical to Java. But for multi-threaded or distributed applications, Dejay is mostly a subset of Java: the threading mechanism of Java as well as the remote method invocation mechanism RMI have completely been replaced, and all keywords concerning threads are not needed in Dejay. This reduces the complexity of the language considerably.
Instead of these, Dejay introduces the concept of Virtual Processors. Every object is embedded in a Virtual Processor and is under its exclusive control. If only one thread of control is needed, the concept of Virtual Processors remains completely transparent. Only if concurrency or distribution are required, further Virtual Processors are created. No additional keywords are introduced in Dejay, however the type system as well as the semantics of references and method calls are changed, so that a compiler is needed which translates Dejay to Java.
Application Scenarios
Before the syntax and usage of Dejay is described, some practical application scenarios should be helpful. Dejay is part of a research project called COSMOS COS98], funded by the European Commission. The aim of the COSMOS project is to provide a distributed contracting environment for electronic commerce over the Internet and, due to the distributed nature of such an application, has very high demands on the distribution support of the implementation language. Dejay is being developed as an implementation language within the scope of COSMOS to meet these demands. In the following, two application examples from within 7 COSMOS are sketched, where common technologies are not su cient and a higher level support is required.
Generally speaking, the COSMOS project provides an infrastructure for establishing electronic contracts over the Internet. It is divided into di erent phases: In a rst stage, a contract proposal can be established from a catalog of o ers, service providers and contract templates. Once such an o er is set up, the proposed contract can be negotiated on by the involved parties. It is important to note that more than two parties can be involved, for example for the leasing of a car, a car seller, a buyer that is interested in a car, a notary who will check legal validity of the contract, and a bank taking nancial risk and giving a loan could be involved. After reaching agreement with all parties, the contract is signed and stored for legal purposes at the notary. In addition to usual written contracts, electronic contracts can also be used to support the execution of a contract. In COSMOS, a contract contains a work ow de nition that can be executed as a distributed work ow application.
The rst example is taken from the negotiation phase during which a contract proposal can be changed in terms of price, conditions or legal constraints by either of the involved parties until all agree. This requires the editing of the electronic document (represented as a Java-object structure) as negotiation proceeds. The simplest way to avoid inconsistency during editing, is to only allow one single party to edit the contract that is placed on a central server and can be locked, copied to the requesting party, edited and copied back This can be extended in two ways to better re ect the needs and conditions of reality: on the one hand, more than one editor at a time should be allowed, so that, for example during a multimedia conference, all negotiating parties can write propositions into the contract in a way that all others can see the changes. On the other hand, the system can be extended by distributing control: The master copy of the contract can be migrated from one host to another, for example from the broker that sets up the contract proposition to the editing party and further to the notary, where it is nally stored, but needs to be accessible from all parties. This results in two orthogonal and discrete dimensions (single party/multiple party access and centralized/distributed management) and four possible combinations, as shown in table 1.
The rst combination (single party access/centralized (1)) represents the simplest solution and can be implemented using standard client/server technology with locking. If the contract is allowed to migrate (single party access/distributed (2)) a technology like Voyager which allows for simple object migration is required, but locking has to be taken care of manually or by an additional transaction service (to be published for Voyager in the next version). If multiple parties are allowed access at the same time (multiple party access/centralized (3)), consistency control becomes considerably more di cult since it requires ne grained locking or con ict resolution mechanisms. Nevertheless this can be solved with usual client/server technology, but requires more e ort for the locking.
But in the case of multiple party access with distributed data (4), current technologies fall short. However, this is the most realistic setting for this application. The contract object model should be movable from the contract provider to one of the involved parties so that editing can be done locally. At the same time other parties should have access to it to read or even to change it, as for example in a multimedia session (see gure 4). The goal is a location transparent access where the location of the contract can be changed, for performance as well as for responsibility, liability or ownership reasons, but all references remain valid, even if the contract is moving.
The second example is taken from the execution phase of COSMOS, in which a contract is being executed as a work ow. Such a work ow can automatically be extracted from the 8 contract object structure and is expressed in a Petri Net-like graph as described in COS98]. Now, usually work ows are executed on a central server by a work ow engine that can access and call subsystems engaged in the work ow, for example using RMI. This works well in case of single server systems or small networks. But in the setting of COSMOS the engaged subsystems are part of distinct, potentially very distant networks of participating parties that only interact spontaneously so that a client/server architecture falls short. What is needed is a distributed architecture where objects can be created remotely, objects can be migrated and references are location transparent. The approach followed in COSMOS is therefore to distribute the application instead of distributing the communication between work ow engine and the distributed parties. Each transition of the Petri Net graph represents one of the involved parties and the interaction between this representative and the actual software system of the parties host can be very intensive, while the interaction between Petri Net nodes is scarce and unidirectional and consists of the transmission of (object-) token. Thus the work ow engine itself is distributed, and the most costly parts of the communication can be done locally at the distributed hosts.
For the example given above such a work ow is shown in gure 5: the involved parties are the seller, the buyer, the bank and the notary. For each of these a representative (a business object) is set up at the parties host. Then objects that describe the activities each party is responsible for are created, their relations established and nally moved to the representative. The loan-activity then interacts with the bank and initiates the transmission of a loan to the buyer, informs the observe-activity of the notary and triggers the pay-activity of the buyer. This object then interacts with the buyer and arranges the payment to the seller, informs the notary and triggers the deliver-activity of the seller. This object then induces the delivery process on the sellers software system and so forth.
This shows two applications that the Dejay language is being designed for that are very distinct in their nature and show the high requirements that need to be ful lled: In the rst example, a unique object cluster, the contract description needs to be accessed from several distributed clients in a location transparent way. In the second example, the application itself, the distributed work ow engine, is distributed, in order to reduce communication costs. Both require object migration. Current Java technology falls short in the described settings. A deeper discussion and further application descriptions are given in Bog98].
Compilation
Dejay is a programing language and therefore has a compiler that currently produces Java source code as output. Dejay source les have the ending .dj so that a class A is stored in a le called A.dj and can be compiled using the compiler dejayc.It temporarily produces two output les, a le A.java and a le DjA.java, that are in turn compiled by an ordinary Java compiler to A.class and DjA.class. At a rst glance and for simple (single-threaded non-distributed) programs Dejay appears to be identical to Java so that, for example a "Hello World" program looks the same. At a closer look though, there is more behind the scenes. In Dejay every object is embedded in a Virtual Processor, however, the rst Virtual Processor in a distributed program is created automatically so that a class A can be started as usual using its main() method (which is manipulated by dejayc) and does not need to be aware of Virtual Processors at all.
Creation of Virtual Processors
The most important new concept of Dejay is the Virtual Processor. It can be started on the same or on some other remote machine that is reachable over an IP-network and, since the implementation of Virtual Processors relies on Voyager Obj98], has a Voyager daemon running on a known port. In the following we will use an abbreviation for the IP-address and the port number of such a daemon, such as 134.100.11.185:8000, and simply call this X, Y or Z.
In Dejay, the equivalent to spawning o a new thread is to create a new Virtual Processor on the same machine. This is simply done by creating an instance of the class Processor. The preceding "Dj" is explained in the next section.
// create a processor on local machine X DjProcessor p1 = new DjProcessor();
A typical use of this would be within a chat-or http-server that needs to handle new incoming requests in concurrently executing handler classes. In Java this would mean spawning o a new thread, but while in Java this can only be done on the same machine, in Dejay this can be done on either the same or on any remote machine. To create a Virtual Processor remotely its constructor is simply passed the name of the intended machine. Also a virtal processor can be created "close" to some other object. By passing a reference as an argument to the constructor a new Virtual Processor can be created on the same machine as some known processor or some other known remote object. Note though, that the referenced object will not be within the new processor but simply on the same machine.
// create a processor on the same machine // as some known object obj DjProcessor p3 = new DjProcessor(obj);
The mapping of virtual processors to physical machines is very exible. It can either be done statically by hard-coding the corresponding strings. Or the con guration can be read in from a le at startup and assigned to variables like X and Y. Or it could even be changed at runtime for example by a tool that could monitor and recon gure the physical placement using migration, as shown further down.
Local and Remote References
The second important concept is that of local and remote references. We believe that a distinction between an object that is local and an object that is remote should be made at all times for two reasons. Firstly, the time delay of a local and of a remote call can di er in several orders of magnitudes so that it is important to di erentiate between local and remote calls already at design time. Secondly, remote calls require a di erent treatment to local calls, such as extended exception handling or asynchronous message passing. To make this distinction we extend the type system of Dejay in comparison to Java: a reference to a local object has a di erent type than a reference to a remote object. Of course these two types have a very similar signature and ful l the same functionality, but they should be incompatible and express the di erence at any time. In this way the semantics of a remote call can be changed while maintaining the same syntax.
To di erentiate these two types of references, the type names of remote references are constructed from the usual local type name (to express the similarity) but preceded by the letters "Dj" (to express the di erence). For every class compiled by the Dejay compiler dejayc, class de nitions for both types are generated. An alternative to this is to introduce an additional keyword as proposed by Mey97] that marks remote references and to leave type names unchanged. Then, however, additional assignment rules need to be introduced since local and remote references need to be incompatible in the rst place. We have rejected this approach to integrate our concepts as smoothly as possible into the existing Java language and its type system.
Objects on the local Virtual Processor are created and used in the usual Java way. Assume for example an object a of class A instantiated in Virtual Porcessor p1, located on machine The creation of instances on remote Virtual Processors is done with the Dj-type of a class. It does not matter whether a Virtual Processor is on the same or on a di erent physical machine, for this di erence is abstracted away by Dejay (and the location can change at runtime anyway as we will see later). To create an instance of, for example, C on a remote processor on a (potentially) di erent physical machine one would write the following: // create an object on processor p2 DjC c = new DjC(p2);
To obtain a remote reference to a local reference, one can call the constructor of the Dj-class with a reference to the local object. These remote references can be passed as arguments across processor boundaries and used as arguments for methods or constructors. To demonstrate this, a new object d is created in the existing processor p1 (that happens to be on the same physical machine) and passed as a remote reference to b, once using the constructor and once using a method. The code presented so far will result in a similar scenario as described in the previous section. It is shown in gure 6, including physical locations of each Virtual Processor.
Migration
A Virtual Processor can be moved from one machine to another simply by calling a moveTo() method. As an argument this method accepts an IP address, a host name or a reference to another Virtual Processor or remote object. It then migrates the complete Virtual Processor (and all contained objects) to the speci ed machine or the machine running the speci ed Virtual Processor, respectively, and leaves a forwarder behind, so that calls to this Virtual Processor will be redirected to the new location. If no argument is given, it moves to the machine of the calling object. Calling the moveTo() method on an object contained in a processor will result in the movement of the entire processor as well.
// move processor p1 to machine Z, including its object a and b p1.moveTo(Z); //equivalent: move a to Z, including its processor p1 and object b a.moveTo(Z);
Logically the situation has not changed, all references remain valid. But physically a component has migrated at runtime as shown in gure 7. Migration becomes simple and secure. Objects are always moved as a group, keeping related objects together avoiding the extra step of analyzing an object's closure. Communication between objects belonging to di erent processors is the same whether the processors reside on the same or on di erent machines. But moving the processors to a local machine can reduce communication time tremendously.
The unit of migration is the Virtual Processor and not the object. Objects can not be migrated out of a virtual processor in that sense, that they can not move while keeping their identity. However, they can be copied from one to another Virtual Processor and if the original is dropped it can be thought of as migration. But the copy has its own identity and references to the original are not redirected.
The migration mechanism is implemented based on voyager. The Virtual Processor is a voyager object and is migrated using the voyager mechanism discussed above. However, since every object belongs to exactly one Virtual Processor, the problems that appear using Voyager directly are avoided.
Concurrency
The concept of processors is also used to express concurrency. Concurrency can be used to perform actions in parallel, which requires several physical processors. Or it can be used to control di erent threads of control on one physical processor, only simulating parallelism, for example to have one thread calculating while another is waiting for input. If two Virtual Processors run on the same machine, parallel execution is only simulated. If one of them is moved to a di erent machine, real parallelism is exploited.
In Dejay method calls can be synchronous or asynchronous, while in Java method calls are only synchronous. Calling a method on a remote object, i.e. using RMI, may result in long waiting times since the calling object is blocked until the result is returned. To simulate asynchronous behavior in Java, a new thread needs to be spawned o to handle the call and await the result. This makes asynchronous calls tedious and error-prone. But a simple mechanism for asynchronous calls is vital for distributed programming since parallelism on remote machines can be achieved by asynchronous calls. Therefore, Dejay incorporates and facilitates the use of asynchronous calls.
By default, Dejay executes calls to remote objects in a synchronous fashion. The thread of control is passed to the remote processor hosting the called object and is handed back when the call returns. However, it is also possible to issue an asynchronous call to a remote object that is executed in parallel and therefore spawns o a new thread of control. Such a new thread rejoins the original one when the result is returned. As a third possibility, one-way method calls, can be used to omit the rejoining phase if the method's result is not needed.
To distinguish between these cases, a method call can contain an additional parameter. This parameter speci es whether the call is a synchronous, an asynchronous or a one-way method call. The argument is a constant of type Dejay.base.Messenger object. Three di erent types of messengers exist that determine the semantics of the call, respectively: // synchronous, blocks until the result is returned // this is the default and Dejay.SYNC can be omitted result1 = c.some_method(Dejay.SYNC); // asynchronous call, continues immediately result2 = c.some_method(Dejay.ASYNC); // one-way call, continues immediately, no rejoining of threads c.some_method(Dejay.ONEWAY);
To rejoin an asynchronous call and to use the returned result, wait-by-necessity is used. That means that an application would automatically block when the variable the result is assigned to is rst used. To explicitly wait for the result to return, a method result2.wait() can be called. It can also be tested if a result has returned by calling result2.poll(), which returns a boolean value so that the programmer can decide whether the program should wait or continue.
Synchronization
In Dejay each object belongs to and is managed by a component controlled by a single Virtual Processor. Objects can be called from outside the processor by using their virtual objects.
But the processor intercepts incoming calls at the components boundary, queues them, and executes calls to its internal objects in a sequential manner. This greatly simpli es synchronization by reducing the need for it. No synchronization is needed between objects contained in the same processor. Objects are encapsulated within the Virtual Processor in which concurrent threads are prohibited so that they are always used exclusively. Synchronization between objects in di erent processors is much simpler than in Java. Since a call to a remote object is always redirected to the encapsulating Virtual Processor and queued until a currently executing method is terminated, it cannot interfere with other operations and change the state of an object unexpectedly. In fact, locking of objects is only necessary in a transactional sense if an object is required in an unchanged state over two or more remote calls. We are currently working with an extension of the Java keyword synchronized that accepts not only one but several objects as arguments and blocks all of these until the synchronized-block is terminated.
This allows the e cient support by the compiler translating these high level constructs to low level Java synchronization. Similar to the replacement of pointers in C++ by references in Java, or the use of garbage collection instead of explicit memory allocation, the replacement of low level synchronization mechanisms like semaphores by the more abstract view of complete Virtual Processors simpli es the language and allows automatic generation of e cient code. Di erent mechanisms for expressing synchronization constraints are currently being investigated, including that of Ei el Mey97] using pre-and post-conditions as wait conditions. Also, separate, explicit synchronization speci cations or synchronizers as discussed in Fr 96] are explored. An important aim is to avoid the inheritance anomaly discussed in MY93]. An inheritance anomaly can occur when synchronization is de ned in a superclass and rede ned in a subclass. This can completely mislead synchronization.
Exception Handling
Exception handling is not fully implemented yet but basic mechanisms exist. Exceptions that are thrown by the remotely referenced object are transmitted to the remote caller and must be treated in the usual way. Thus the semantics of a class for exceptional cases is not changed. But additional errors can occur due to the fact that the call is remote. This can be network failures, time-outs, etc. and a programmer needs a possibility to react on these. However, here we are facing the decision between an optimistic and a pessimistic approach. RMI for example represents a pessimistic approach, where for every remote call remote exceptions must be caught. This clutters up the code and makes it more di cult to read and develop. A more optimistic approach is to catch the exception on the level of the proxy, and to re-throw it as an error. In Java errors can be but do not have to be caught. This way the developer can decide if he wants to take care of network failures or if he wants to keep the code simple as for example in prototypes.
Implementation
The Dejay language has successfully been implemented and exists in a consistent and demonstratable version. However, the language is still under development and will further be extended. Its implementation has two parts. Firstly, the concept of Virtual Processor was implemented by an according Java solution. Secondly, a compiler that translates Dejay to Java was developed.
For the implementation of the concept of Virtual Processors a number of di erent alternatives have been evaluated. Of course, this could have been done using the Java JDK alone but this would have meant reinventing the wheel since there exist solutions this project can rely on. For the evaluation of distributed extensions to Java a list of criteria has been developed that needed to be ful lled to successfully implement Virtual Processors. The criteria were a) a basic support of migration of objects. It should be possible to move an object without loss of its identity and relation to other objects. b) the ability to create proxies of any given object at runtime. Many mechanisms only can create proxies at compile time, which is not su cient. c) a possibility to access and interrupt the ow of control when a remote call comes in. To adequately administer a running system the Virtual Processor needs to be informed of incoming calls to delay the call and additional actions. It may not just be bypassed. d) an optional type compatibility of remote references to normal references for compatibility to usual Java. Since not all Java classes can be rewritten in Dejay, the remote reference type needs to be compatible to what normal Java classes are used to. e) access to local references of a remotely created object on the remote machine. This is needed to support the serialization of a distinct but intertwined object graph. It is necessary to create a single root for all objects in question for migration.
A number of di erent techniques has been considered, most closely RMI, JavaParty, CORBA and Voyager. None of the evaluated techniques supported these features directly. RMI and CORBA already fall short of the rst. The option that nally proved most suitable was Voyager 2, however, it did not ful ll all criteria, namely c) and e) so that it was not possible to use it directly. The Virtual Processor is implemented as a Voyager object, but a mechanism to implement proxies to remote objects had to be constructed from scratch using Java Re ection.
A Virtual Processor is implemented and described by the class Processor, sketched in gure 8. It maintains a list of all objects that are referenced remotely and contained within it. New objects that are created from remote are automatically registered to it and de-registered when their proxies are garbage collected. It also maintains a queue of incoming calls. It dispatches calls one at a time, retaining other calls until the dispatched call is done and the result is returned. Thereby it insures a sequential processing of the functionality o ered by the sum of the contained objects.
The use of Proxies is hidden from the programmer. To him remote objects are simply referenced over a di erent type than a local object. However this is implemented using proxies that represent the remote object on a remote machine and o er a superset of the original interface.
Assume an object obj that holds a remote reference to an object of type A, thus a reference of type DjA, shown in gure 9. Obj can invoke a method of A which will be handled by the proxy (step 1).
The proxy does not hand the call directly to the remote object but to the corresponding Virtual Processor (step 2). This is done by describing the call in a Job-object, that is passed using a Voyager-call to the Virtual Processor. The proxy holds a Voyager reference to the Virtual Processor and since Voyager implements call forwarding, this reference is also valid after migration. There the call is queued in the CallQueue (step 3) and at its turn transformed to a local call to the actual object (step 4). The results are rst returned to the Virtual Processor and from there to the calling proxy (step 5). If the call returns references to other local objects (say of type B), for each of these a proxy is constructed and the proxy is handed back so that a local reference turns into a remote reference in the eyes of the client. The local object is registered to the Virtual Processor and the proxy is moved to the calling party.
For the construction of the compiler a tool called OpenJava Tat97] has proved to be very helpful. OpenJava allows the extension of Java through a meta object description protocol. It has a very elaborate Java parser producing an object parse tree. The meta language allows to de ne changes in the grammar and to de ne operations on this parse tree. It then produces Java-code according to these de nitions. Therefore, it was not necessary to construct the compiler from scratch, but allowed the development of Dejay as a Java "dialect".
Unresolved Problems
Some problems could so far not be resolved, mostly due to properties of Java. For compatibility purposes to regular Java, Dejay proxies are type compatible to the object they represent. This is done by inheriting from the original class. Since inheritance is not possible from classes de ned as nal, these classes can not be type compatible. Also some classes are not de ned to be serializable (i.e. Enumeration) or have no class de nition (i.e. arrays). For such classes a wrapper class has to be built.
To execute objects that are migrated their according class code is needed on the new platform. This has either to be in the local class path of the new machine or has to be downloaded from the net. Currently class de nitions can be downloaded from a central source server, for example the machine that the main program is started on.
Some properties of Java clash with the idea of distribution. Java contains variables called static that are valid for a class and not an instance. Static variables in Dejay are only de ned for a single Java Virtual Machine, but not globally. Also, variables with an according visibility can be accessed from other classes. Dejay does not support this but requires methods (get and set) for variables.
Examples
To demonstrate Dejay two small examples are given. The rst is a Hello World example and is intended to show how remote creation and remote access to objects is using Dejay. The second is the dining philosophers example, that shows that the same implementation can be used to express concurrency as well as distribution.
Hello World
Consider the following class HelloWorld. It is stored in a le HelloWorld.dj and is a legal Dejay class le: public class HelloWorld{ public void sayHello(String s) { System.out.println("Hello "+s); } } Syntactically this class di ers in nothing from a conventional Java-class. It is simply compiled with the Dejay compiler dejayc to produce a distribution-, concurrency-and migration-aware class.
This class can be instantiated like any other Java class. But to demonstrate Dejays abilities, an instance shall be created remotely and called so that it will print Hello Ping on the screen of a remote machine X. Then the object is migrated to a di erent machine Y. Called again, it will put out Hello Pong on that machine. We believe that this is the shortest and, more importantly, simplest way to express this kind of functionality in an object-oriented, java-like fashion. The advantages are even bigger if the application is more complex and a virtual processor contains more than one object. Then whole components can easily be moved around a network with all local and remote references automatically retained.
Dining Philosopher
As further example to demonstrate Dejay, we use Dikstra's well known dining philosophers. This example does not detect or avoid deadlock. Deadlock must be avoided by usual means (for example by having one philosopher pick up the fork in opposite order). It is intended to show the uni cation of distribution and concurrency using migration of Virtual Processors.
Five philosophers sit around a table set with ve forks and a dish of spaghetti. Each Philosopher needs two forks to eat. If he is done eating he puts down the two forks and thinks until he gets hungry again and tries to pick up two forks once again. Since Dejay is designed for distributed systems, we assume that all of the ve Philosophers as well as the ve forks could potentially be placed on di erent machines in a distributed system. Each Philosopher thus has to retain a remote reference to a fork on his left and on his right. // Seat philosophers and give each two forks jan = new DjPhilosopher("jan", fork1, fork2, processor1, new DjButler(this)); thorsten = new DjPhilosopher("thorsten", fork2, fork1, processor2, new DjButler(this)); System.out.println(" Table is set up"); jan.dine(Dejay.ASYNC); thorsten.dine(Dejay.ASYNC); System.out.println("Meal is served"); } public boolean isServing(){ return serve; } Each of the philosophers or the butler could now be moved from one machine to another, simply by calling the moveTo() method on either the object or its Virtual Processor. The following are two methods that change the physical placement. The rst gathers all philosophers and forks on one machine, the other spreads them out again in an altered order. Note that such a movement does not stop the philosophers meal, all remote references remain valid and the philosophers keep using the correct forks. The implementation of the presented work has reached a stable state. The next step is a closer evaluation of the runtime behavior and some ne tuning. However the current runtime behavior is very promising. We have implemented the distributed calculation of Mandelbrotsets using di erent communication techniques like Sockets, RMI and Voyager and compared it to an implementation using Dejay. The results are shown in gure 10. The gure shows results for the full picture, as well as for zooms into communication intensive (red picture) and computation intensive areas (black picture). The usage of Dejay introduces some additional overhead, however this seems to be acceptable for a prototype and can be further reduced. The advantage is that the calculation server implemented in Dejay can remotely be instantiated and migrated at runtime.
Also some additional services like binding and grouping are being developed. Binding to existing objects is possible through a name service. An object can be bound to a name and located by others using this name and its location. This can be implemented using RMI, CORBA or Voyager mechanisms and has been tested but a nal integration into the language has not yet been done. It would even be possible to smoothly integrate an infrastructure like Jini to discover such objects.
Grouping of virtual processors on a yet higher level of abstraction is currently being investigated. Grouping is not di cult to incorporate but it has so far not been decided whether this grouping should be transitive, re exive, and/or hierarchical or not. Such a mechanism could be used to dynamically recon gure attachments. The currently most favored approach is to introduce an extra object ProcessorGroup, similar to ThreadGroup, that can hierarchically combine Virtual Processors that will migrate (or persist) together.
The distribution of objects in space, as presented here, and the distribution of objects in time through persistence hold similar problems. The potential of Virtual Processors as a clustering mechanism for persistence is currently being evaluated. The presented paradigm also appears to be very suitable for independent self-triggered migration as mobile agents do. Since a Virtual Processor is currently implemented as a Voyager object and since Voyager o ers a mobile agent mechanism, a Virtual Processor can also be seen as a mobile agent. This aspect is currently being evaluated.
Another important aspect of distributed program development is modeling. Standardized modeling methods like UML give very little or no support to model the distributed or concurrent aspects of a software system. The main reason for this might be that the current languages only support relatively complex techniques that are di cult to represent in a model. Since the concepts used in Dejay allow a more abstract view on a distributed and concurrent system, they are more suitable for modeling such systems as well. A modeling technique as well as supporting tools that extend UML integrating these concepts are currently being developed.
Related Work
It has repeatedly been discussed that Java, as is, is not very well suited for distribution BLS97]. Especially the current mechanism for remote method invocation has widely been criticized PZ96]. Therefore there is a great interest in Java-based or Java-extending solutions that aim at improving the distribution abilities of Java. A number of projects try to achieve this by providing better libraries or frameworks for distributed communication (Voyager, iBus, JavaGroups, Java ACE, Habanero, JSDT) or by modifying the existing RMI mechanism (NinjaRMI, JavaParty, FarGo). Some projects develop languages similar to Java (Infospheres, Pizza, JavaParty) or provide a modi ed virtual machine (DJ, Pjama). Others incorporate new communication paradigms like Agents (Voyager, Odyssey, Mole, Straum) or tuple spaces (JavaSpaces, TSpaces).
The most closely related projects are Voyager and JavaParty. Voyager Obj98] has already been mentioned and some of its weaknesses were pointed out. Nevertheless, Voyager is a great product and the Dejay project has pro ted much by relying on it. JavaParty PZ96] is similar in that also a Java dialect is being developed. It extends Java by adding an extra keyword remote and provides a new compiler. Its main goal is to provide an improved RMI but its focus is on multiprocessor machines and tightly coupled networks.
Many other projects exist that examine distribution or concurrency concerns for object oriented languages. Emerald BHJ + 87] had a strong in uence, for example on DOWL Ach93] or Beta SB93]. Here, migration of groups of objects is expressed by explicit attachment. Its relation to Dejay is discussed in Bog98]. For a recent overview on concurrent OO-languages see BGL97] .
Conclusion
This paper shows that the development of distributed systems does not have to be as hard as it is today, where matters of concurrency and of distribution have to be dealt with using completely distinct techniques. An abstraction unifying concurrency and distribution into a single concept and allowing for transparent object migration was described. Dejay, a new programming language based on Java, that implements this concept, was presented. Dejay expresses distribution, grouping and migration of objects and concurrency using the concept of Virtual Processors. It assembles a set of closely related objects and de nes a granularity of migration. Within this, execution is sequential while other Virtual Processors execute concurrently to it. The uni cation of concurrency and distribution into a single concept makes the development of distributed systems simpler as compared to existing solutions like Java RMI, CORBA, or Voyager. 
